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An example:
Nigeria, one of the most important countries in
Africa:
Technical Vocational and Educational Training
– TVET - Common aspects and differences
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Lagos former capital
15 Mio. inhabitants

Abuja since 1991 capital
1,5 Mio. inhabitants
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History
•
•
•
•

Since long time colonised and during centuries several kingdoms
succeeded or exist side by side with a very rich culture and traditions
1861 colonialisation by Great Britain
Construction of a state: Nigeria, about 230 ethnic groups (the most
important: Hausa-Fulani (Fulbe, Yoruba, Ibo …) and 430 languages
and about 1000 dialects
1960 independence: Several military governments and dictatorships

•

Official language: English. The most spoken languages are Hausa and
Pidgin English, others are: Igbo, Fon, Nupe…

•

In the northern part of the country most of the population are Muslim,
in the southern part mostly Christian, in the middle belt and the
southwest half Muslims and Christians.
In the last years, in13 states the Sharia (islamic civil rights) was
introduced, which is contradictory to the federal constitution.

•
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Politics
• Nigeria in West-Africa is one of the
“main players” in Africa.
• Federal republic with 36 states and
774 local governments
• 2,5 greater than Germany, about
120 to 140 million inhabitants.
• since 1999 after elections: civil
government - President General
Olusegun Obasanjo
• The writer Wole Soyinka received
in 1985 the nobel price for literature.
• The writer Ken Saro-Wiwa, a fighter
for more rights for the Ogoni people
living in the Delta region and who are
not benefiting from the oil-resources
was, in 1995, executed under the
former dictatorship of the interium
President Abacha.
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Economy
The economical power of Nigeria:
• worldwide the 6th most important producer of petroleum
(in 2002: 32 billion barrels, in 2005 exportation of 4
million barrels per day,1/3 – ½ to US, others to India,
France, Brazil, Italy, Spain).
• Before the discovery of petrol Nigeria was an export
country of agriculture products.
• Today the state imports agricultural products, because the
small farmers produce mostly for their own needs
(subsistence agriculture).
• The oil-production lead to the situation that corruption is
existing on all levels of the society. Unfortunately, the
prejudice that the Nigerian society is corrupt is true and
everybody claims about this situation and asks for a
change.
• The national currency is NAIRA (1 € : 160 Naira).
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Employment-oriented Private Sector Development Program

The programme supported by the German Technical Assistance
(BMZ, GTZ) concerns actually two States in the Federal
Republic of Nigeria:
Niger State, Nasarawa State in the centre of the country (2002 2008)
Three components:
¾ Business development services
¾ Skill development and Training
¾ Micro-finance

www.eopsd.net

www.gtz.de
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The staff of EoPSD
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The Technical Vocational and Educational Training TVET-SYSTEM
• TVET can be offered as
– So called traditional
apprenticeship or
informal training
– Non-formal training
– Formal training
and as
– Initial vocational
training
– Upgrading courses
or short-term
training/ in-servicetraining
– Continuing education
• All training can be offered
in public or private
training institutions or in
enterprises.
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The Technical Vocational and Educational Training TVET-SYSTEM
• On formal level, TVET is offered on several graduating levels:
– In pre-vocational schools,
– Vocational schools (artisan, trades, craftsperson),
– Technical Colleges (Master craftsperson),
– Polytechnics and Monotechnics (High Technician,
Technology Technician),
– Colleges of Education (Technical Teacher) and
– University level.
• Till now, the offer in both states for up-grading courses and
continuing education is very poor.
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Assessment of the
formal and non-formal training
•

On state level there is no clear policy for the TVET sector, the
so-called informal sector is not even considered as a provider of
training.

•

The situation in the public training centres is detoriating, the
infrastructure (buildings, equipment and workshops) of centres
is in very bad conditions. Sometimes they have a big
infrastructure, but no workshops or very few equipment which is
not adequate to the need of a good training. Some centres and
schools didn’t receive any equipment since 10 years.

•

The number of teachers and instructors in public schools and
centres is sufficient, but due to lack of equipment (and
students?) they are underemployed.
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Assessment of the
formal and non-formal training
•
•
•

In formal institutions all the offers of training are mainly supply
driven, not really orientated to the level of technology, more
theoretical and they have a big lack of practical exercises.
Most of them have enough teachers/trainers, but a lot have to
get an upgrading.
Most publicly owned schools offer very extensive and not
market-oriented courses that always less people are interested
in.

•

The curricula and learning material have since a long time not
been actualised. There are few connections between the
productive sector and the formal training sector.

•

Especially in non-formal training, several institutions try to adapt
the training to the demand of the market and the school
background of the young people.
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Challenges for TVET
• In all African countries as well as in European
countries the Technical and Vocational Education
System and Skill Development are undergoing deep
restructuring.
• This is due to the challenges of changes in the
global, national and local economies.
• The challenges concern the offering of better products
and services to be competitive on local, national
markets and even beyond on international markets.
• A well trained qualified workforce is needed.
• The public sector is not able to finance a very costintensive training system.
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Challenges for TVET
¾ One of the most important steps
is to bring actors together,
support networking and
mutual exchange to develop
partnership between
¾ the public and private
sectors –
¾ and the formal and
informal sectors.
Key issues are:
¾ How can entrepreneurs
produce and deliver better
quality of products and
services, respond to the
needs of the market and at
¾ the same time respond to the
social demand of youth?
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Lessons learned from TVET in 10 sub-Saharan
African Countries UNESCO – IIEP 2002
• Poor quality of training
• Very high cost of maintenance
(e.g. Machinery, Running Cost
etc)
• Training not suitable to actual
socio-economic conditions
• Disregard of the informal sector
Disregard of the labour market
and high unemployment rate
among graduates of TVE systems
• TVET occupies a very small
position in school system of SSA
• It is believed that those who go
to TVET schools have failed in the
conventional education system.

¾ No relationship between training
centers and enterprises
¾ Those in TVET system usually
end their carries here as they
usually have no hope of furthering
their education.
¾ It leads to low status occupations
¾ In all the countries employees’
participation in training delivery is
very low.
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The Training-system in popular economies
• The most important
providers of training
are Small, Micro and
Medium Enterprises
(SMMEs) with the socalled traditional
apprenticeship and
on-the-job-training in
the so-called informal economy =
popular economy.
• But this training
doesn’t get any
recognition by
official institutions
(state, government).
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Informal Sector =
Popular Economies
Definition

The informal sector is “that which operates
without binding official regulations (but it
may or may not regulate itself internally) as
well as one which operate under official
regulations that do not compel rendition of
official returns on its operation or
production process”.
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Popular economies in Nigeria
•

About more than 90% of the population in Niger and Nasarawa
States are living on subsistence agriculture.

•

Once, agriculture was the main source of export earnings and
public revenue, till now it is the main activity of the families in
rural areas and contributes to 40% of the GDP in Nigeria.
Actually, the amount of imported products is higher than of
exported agricultural products.

•

More than 99% of non-agricultural private enterprises are
Small, Micro or Medium Enterprises - SMMEs, which generate
about three-quarters of employment.

The term SMMEs is used in its broad sense to encompass
- microenterprises (employing 1 – 4 workers),
- small enterprises (employing 5 – 14 workers)
- medium enterprises (employing 15 – 100 workers)
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Popular economies in Nigeria
The sector includes a big variety of manufacturing and nonmanufacturing activities:
For non-manufacturing activities, the Wholesales and Retail
Trade constitute the largest proportion (69%),
• Community/ Social Services 11,7%,
• Repair of Car/Cycles 4,5%, Hotel/Restaurant 4,2%,
Building&Construction 3,4%, Transport, Land&Water 3,1%,
others 5%
The leading activities of the manufacturing sub-sector are Food,
Beverage & Tobacco (62%), Textile, Weaving&Leather (12,7%),
wood&furniture (11,1%)
• Most of the activities are carried out in small scale enterprises
and are predominately sole proprietorship (95,5%), women
accounted for 60,2% and men for 35,3%.
• Others forms of business are: partnership, co-operative and
others, they account for less than 5 percent.
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A wide spectrum of Training
in popular economies
is offered by small entreprises and artisans:
Automecanics, painter, upholstry, carpenter, cabinet
making ,metal worker, welding, blacksmith,
brass work, timber dealer, TV-Radio repair,
electronical repair,
Building, bricklaying and block laying
Carpentry and joinery designing, tie & dye, weaving,
knitting, leather work, shoemaking
Home economics: food, nutrition, catering, soap and
pomade making, poultry, bakery, groundnut
oilproduction,
Retail of a lot of products: food, fruits, vegetables,
Services: transport of goods, cleaning, domestic
work, …
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2004/ 2005: Action Research with artisans of
popular economies (mastercraftspersons and apprentices)

• 6 Nigerian consultants trained on qualitative
social research carried out a research in six
trades:
• Male:
Metal work/ blacksmith
• Electronics, TV-radio repair
• Carpentry
• Female: Tailoring
• Hairdressing
• Gomeeconomics
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2004/ 2005: Action Research with artisans of
popular economies – Objectifs
Objectifs:
• understand better the actual economical and
sociological situation of the entreprises and the
functioning of the training
• identify how the performance of the labour force can
be enhanced in view of a better employability of
young people
• get a deeper look on the apprenticeship scheme
applied by the entrepreneurs as important training
providers, to understand “how it works”.
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2004/ 2005: Action Research with artisans of
popular economies – Expected results
The results of this research
•

should lead to actions supporting the improvement of the quality
and quantity of training, the capacities of training providers, the
content and methods of training, the conditions under which
training is done and the regulation of training,

•

should support networking between stakeholders in public and
private sectors and create more awareness on the situation of
the training providers and the role they can play on the
challenges of the economies.

This research was realised to valorise the contribution of the actors
in popular economies to the development of the society, to
motivate them to interaction and finally strengthen cooperative
training schemes and participatory approaches.
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Results of the Research: Some highlights
Access to training and regulations of apprenticeship
Access to training:
• Criteria are the quality of products and services of the
artisans, their relations (the quality of service) to customers
(satisfaction), the quality of training
• Trainees pay for the training
Rules:
Example of written rules and regulation guiding the shop of a female tailor
(Fashion Design), describes the conditions and duties of the apprentices:
• age of entry above 15 years, have an uniform, only Haussa and English are
permitted to be spoken, be honest, love and respect each other, do not leave the
workshop without permission of the Madam, concentrate on work.
• It mentions also what items the apprentices have to bring for resumption: tape,
scissors, office pin, chalk, cement paper, bic, 40 leaves exercise book, needles,
thread,
• Naira 1,500 for certificate, two crates of minerals, half crate of malt, 2 packets
of cabin biscuits and the apprentice registration fee: Naira 5,000 (= 35 Euro)
for two years duration,
• Signature: parent, apprentice, Madam.
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Criteria for enrolment
•

•

•

Most of the masters make an
agreement with the parents or
guarantors (very often written, when
there are family relations it is on a
mutual understanding) and normally
the period of training is fixed.
Most of the trainees have to pay
training fees (some pay also for the
certificate) which range from N500 for
six months to N10,000 for 3 years or
N15,000 for 2 years (electronics): Al
lot of apprentices have to bring a
crate of soft drinks, cabin biscuits,
malt, kola nuts, sometimes wine or
bear and some items for working.
Some have to pay all the fees in the
beginning, others pay the last balance
at freedom.
Some are trained free, especially
when they are family members. A
special “service to humanity” is that
the blacksmiths offer training for
prisoners in Bida without any training
fees.
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Results of the Research: Some highlights
• The marketing of
training offers is mostly
done by customers
• Age of entry in training
between 14 and 22
years (exception
blacksmith – a family
trade, starting very
early)
• The trades are gender
biased, some trades are
only for boys, others
only for girls
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Support for training, benefit
for masters and apprentices and relationship
• The trainers support their apprentices by feeding
them, with pocket money for the weekend,
sometimes transportation fare and take in charge the
medical bills or school fees. A few ones allow the
apprentices to earn some money with little jobs.
• The contributions of the apprentices are: training
fees, work in the workshop and some also have to do
domestic work.
• In general the relations between the masters and
apprentices are cordial, the apprentices see the
master like a father, brother, mother, aunty and call
him or her master (Oga), father (baba), aunty, sister.
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Results of the Research – conflicts
Nevertheless some conflicts and
problems occur:
• behaviour: late coming,
troubles, opposition to the
master, stealing, bad relations
with customers
• damaging of tools, equipment or
customers property,
mishandling and misplacing
tools.
•

Difficulties are resolved by
advice, warning explaining,
apologize, replacement of the
damaged items by the
apprentice, kneeling down,
suspension for two days and, in
a severe case, by “copra
punishment”. Some times the
parents are involved in the
conflict resolution.
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Quality of training - the objectives,
content and methods of training
•

The objectives, content and methods of training are determined
by the masters. The most important objectives and content of
their training of apprentices concern:
1. A good knowledge and performance of the technical skills of
the trade
2. To learn to deal well with customers and
pricing, marketing, record keeping, resource management;
3. Business management.

There is no written curriculum, but for all the masters it seems very
clear what they have to train.
There is a specification of the objectives of the training on the
levels: knowledge, skills and behaviour (social relations, moral,
cultural habits).
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Objectives of training in metal work,
interviews with 18 master craftspersons in “metal work”

Knowledge: To be freed, an apprentice must
• know different types of tools and their uses,
• know how to fabricate iron doors, burglary proofs, screen cover stands and
hospital iron beds, measurements,
• know costing and pricing of materials, quality and type of materials
• know how to manage the business
• and know how to manage customer relations and how to search for jobs
• and where to buy working materials (1).
Skills: an apprentice must know
• how to do quality work and designs (even the ones that may not have been
done by his master) i.e. doors, windows, iron beds, surface tanks, underground
tanks, burglary proofs, use machines effectively and
• how to do measurement, construction, cut materials, setting and designs,
welding
• how to fabricate hoes, sword, cutlass, axes and palm wine taping instruments,
cutting and sharpening of metals, filling and smoothing of metals, and how to
buy working materials
• how to do pricing.
Behaviour: after freedom an apprentice should relate well, respect, be sincere and
honest to his customers;
be kind, sincere, respectful to his apprentices and to elders
manage his resources well and not embezzle his customer’s money,
keep his good character like he learned it with his master.
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Strengths and weaknesses of the training
•

For the master craftspersons their
strengths in training are their
acquired competencies, knowledge
and experience, good working
conditions, the widespread products
and services they offer, the good
quality and the easy understanding of
the apprentices, high patronage, etc.

•

Weaknesses are inability of the
apprentices to learn fast, lack of
adequate and modern material, lack
of knowledge in some areas, lack of
finance and patronage.
About 1/3 of the interviewed persons
didn’t like to compare their workshop
or their training with those of others.
This is contradictory to social
behaviour, maybe it is to avoid
problems with the colleagues, create
competition situations, jealousness
etc.

•
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How to improve the competencies?
Apprentices
• some masters said, the
apprentices should learn more:
new technological
developments, use of modern
tools, equipment, defaulting
instruments, new designs,
modern fashion, creativity, etc.
•

They need more working tools
during and after training,
incentives, financial support,
soft loans to establish and
qualified trainers

•

“Improving the masters will
improve the apprentices.”
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Improvement of competencies of
Masters
•

Most of the masters would like to
have an upgrading (e.g. carpenters:
100%, metal work, tailors,
haidressers: 90%, electronics: 75%),
some masters said that they are to old
but their apprentices should go for an
upgrading.

•

The demand for up-grading of
masters concerns:
- more competencies in new
technology, in modern tools/
machines/ equipment
- new styles and designs
- business management.
Others: how to meet international
standards and how to export
(groundnut oil).
Several masters proposed they
should learn more from each other
and not be ashamed to ask for
knowledge.
Most of the entrepreneurs are willing
to pay for up-grading training.

•
•
•
•
•

•
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Regulation, certification and freedom
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Constraints for the popular economies
The admission to WTO and the structural ajustment programmes
mean:
• Liberalisation and opening of the national market in Nigeria to
products of all Countries (e.g. textile from China, machines,
agricultural products …)
• Access to other markets
• Need of competivity on international markets of products and
services delivered
• No protection for local production, all import restrictions have to
get off
• No or less subsidies for basic needs (food, social services,
health, education …) -> higher costs
• Liberalisation of social rights, working conditions …
-> higher living costs
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Constraints due to new technology
¾ Cars with electronic can‘t be repaired (thousands of
mechanics are concerned),
-> monopolisation of control of production, services
…
¾ TV, Radio, Computer have new technology
¾ Multinationals take over the markets for products,
services …
¾ International communication and
E-commerce need a good infrastructure (electricity,
Computers, satellites …) for Internet …
A new gap between the northern countries and the
southern countries is growing: the digital divide
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Conclusion: Interculturality
¾ is a political issue
What we have in common – what is different?
What we should share?
• A diversity approach and a partnership based
- on equal consideration - esteem, respect of
human rights for ALL Human Beings
- equal access to resources
- people should have control over their
resources
The Recognition of Colonialism and Slavery as
a Crimes Against Humanity
NO discrimination related to ethnicity,
nationality, religion, class, gender.
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Interculturality
¾ is a socio-cultural issue
Actors should be considered as subjects of their history and should
have the power to decide on their living conditions
¾ is an economic issue
- Fair trade relations and control over material resources

Sustainability of humanity and the social, economic and
ecological conditions can only be assured with:
A win-winner relationship and not a win-looser-relation –
sustainability of life conditions for all who are concerned!
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The female participants in the EoPSD workshop
with stakeholders in Skill Development and Training Abuja, May 2004
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Sometimes the world is better than we think!
•
•
•
•

Thank you very much for your attention!
Merci beaucoup de votre attention!
Vielen Dank für Ihre Aufmerksamkeit!
Danke, gracias, murakoze cyane, asante sana,
shukran!!!

• And … all the best for you and your
projects!
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